Local Gains in Wetlands

- Losses in emergent wetlands in some areas were partly offset by gains in emergent wetlands in other areas. Conversion of uplands to emergent wetlands, in part due to subsidence, accounted for an increase of about 21,000 acres. Additional increases in emergent wetlands resulted from the spread of emergent vegetation over areas previously mapped as intertidal flats.

- Although newly established wetlands provide some measure of areal offset to net wetland loss, there is not necessarily a corresponding offset in terms of functional value. Some researchers suggest that several years of development may be necessary for newly formed marshes to reach overall functional equivalency to older marshes (Minello and Zimmerman, 1992). It is possible that they may never become totally equivalent.

- The declining rate of loss of wetlands over the more recent period (1979–1989), coupled with local gains in wetland habitats in some areas, provide a cautionary measure of hope that planning and proper management of wetlands can help mitigate the trend toward net loss of these valuable resources in the Galveston Bay system.
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